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Abstrac t

For ethnically diverse societies, as in Russia, the post-communist economic transition implies a

restructuring of the old cultural division of labor – the distribution of occupations and rewards amon g

ethnic groups . The Soviet commitment to affirmative action policies for non-Russian regions and thei r

resident minorities unraveled along with the USSR. And without central controls over employment and

wages, education, and investment, the federal government has far fewer levers to impose quotas or to

push industrial and urban development into minority areas . The question, then, is who bears the burde n

of economic dislocation and who benefits from new economic opportunities? This paper uses survey dat a

to explore the connections between ethnicity and economic transition in three republics of Russia –

Tatarstan, North Ossetia and Sakha (Yakutia) .
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Since the fall of communism, the social impacts of economic transition have become ever mor e

visible . Efforts to marketize and privatize have redrawn class boundaries, undermined traditional jo b

guarantees, and eroded the old social safety net . The result is a wider gap between rich and poor ,

especially in post-Soviet states .

For ethnically diverse societies, as in Russia, the transition also implies a restructuring of the ol d

cultural division of labor (CDL) – the distribution of occupations and rewards among ethnic groups . 1 The

Soviet commitment to affirmative action policies for non-Russian regions and their resident minoritie s

unraveled along with the USSR . And without central controls over employment and wages, education,

and investment, the federal government has far fewer levers to impose quotas or to push industrial an d

urban development into minority areas .

But how the advent of the market actually plays out among the Russian Federation's differen t

nationalities is far from clear. Given the old CDL, with non-Russians typically concentrated in les s

developed ethnic homelands and in lower-paying sectors, the economic transition might well reinforce old

disparities . On the other hand, dramatic devolution has given eponymous groups new powers to shap e

the local economy . Expanded home rule for titular nationalities could thus reward the in-group at the

expense of local Russian residents .

The question, then, is who bears the burden of economic dislocation and who benefits from ne w

economic opportunities? Do titular groups reap a disproportionate share of the pain or gain under hom e

rule? Equally important, how do subjective assessments of equality mesh with the actual distribution of

burdens and benefits?

This paper explores the connections between ethnicity and economic transition in three republics

of Russia – Tatarstan, North Ossetia and Sakha (Yakutia) . Tatarstan and Sakha have been leaders in the

quest for expanded republic rights, garnering some of the most dramatic concessions from the federal

government during the period of "high sovereignty" (1991-1999) . Both republics won control ove r

substantial shares of hard currency trade in local resources (oil in Tatarstan, and diamonds, gold, oil and

gas, among other things, in Sakha) . They have had the most discretion over local resources and arguabl y
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the most leeway of any Russian regions in allocating rewards to local constituents . If home rule doe s

afford privileges for titular nationalities, it should do so in these two regions .

North Ossetia, in contrast, has been far less of a pioneer on issues of federal relations .

Lacking the resource endowments of a Tatarstan or a Sakha, and surrounded by conflicts in the Nort h

Caucasus, it had less to gain from pressing Moscow for greater autonomy . The local agenda has instea d

been dominated by disputes with neighboring regions . And these have in many ways reinforced local

dependence on Moscow .2

The focus here is on the experience of economic transition among the two major nationalities i n

each region – the titular group and Russians, who together make up over four-fifths of the population i n

each case. The following section addresses the dimensions of inequality in postcommunist Russia ; the

likely effects on the two major ethnic groups in each republic ; and the potential impacts of home rule .

The paper then presents empirical evidence on the degree of inequality in experiences with economi c

transition in the late 1990s, and on individual perceptions of bias .

Economic inequality and ethnic stratificatio n

Given the depth of Russian economic decline during the 1990s, the growth of inequality is hardl y

surprising . GDP dropped in real terms almost every year from 1990 through 1999 .3 By the end of the

decade, it was 57 percent of what it had been ten years earlier .4 Reported unemployment rose from

around 5 percent in 1992 to nearly 12 percent by 1997 . 5 And the Gini coefficient for disposable income

doubled from the late 1980s to 1993-95 . 6 During the first six years of Russia's market reforms (199 2

through 1997), at least one-fifth to one-quarter of the population lived below the official poverty line . '

Poverty was especially prevalent among single-parent households and those with more children ; among

people with less education ; and among those living in rura l areas.8

It was also more prevalent in Russia's republics than in predominantly Russian regions . In 1997 ,

for example, 12 of the Russian Federation's 21 republics had a poverty rate of 30 percent or more ,

compared to just nine of 58 Russian regions . (The average rate for the Russian Federation as a whole was
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20.8 percent .) Of the eleven regions in the federation with the highest poverty rates (40 percent or more

of the population living below the poverty line), eight were republics . 9

The implications for different nationalities within republics are ambiguous, however . If rural

residence and lower levels of schooling were key determinants of poverty, then many non-Russians coul d

be at risk . Despite Soviet affirmative action programs promoting education and urbanization, most non -

Russian groups stiII lagged behind Iocal Russian residents on these dimensions by 1991 . Many of their

gains in education had come in non-technical – and thus lower priority – fields, while Russian s

constituted the majority of engineers, industrial specialists, etc . When it came to careers, indigenou s

nationalities typically worked in lower-paying sectors such as agriculture, trade or public services, whil e

Russians predominated in more lucrative fields such as heavy industry and construction .10

Research on Soviet-era employment and ethnicity in North Ossetia, for example, found that as of

the last Soviet census (1989) Ossetins were under-represented in industry, and especially in machine-

building/metal-working, but overrepresented in agriculture and trade. " Tatarstan had a similar division o f

labor.12 Parallel research in Sakha revealed an even greater disparity among Russians and Yakuts, with

far fewer of the titular nationality employed in any branch of industry, and far more in farming . 1 3

Yet the old CDL could well be superseded with the rise of home rule . Resurgent

ethnonationalism suggests heightened demand for indigenous leaders to reward their own, if only t o

compensate for past inequities . In fact, as Michael Hechter has argued, mobilization actually may require

such selective incentives .14 Since the quest for sovereignty typically faces low odds and promises only a

collective good, ethnic leaders must find other ways of rallying individual supporters . The promise o f

patronage can thus be a key resource for leaders seeking to build a constituency for expanded ethnic

rights .

Pressures to reward co-nationals should be especially intense in the postcommunist context. The

old political system gave titular groups the trappings of statehood while denying them real home rule .

Eponymous nationalities thus developed a sense of entitlement – of "owning" their territory and it s
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political institutions – without the corresponding right to self-determination . 15 Ignoring the expectation s

for ethnic capture in these circumstances could leave local leaders vulnerable to outbidding .

Such straight-out ethnic capture can be costly, however. Demands to redress the old CDL are

likely to arise well before the titular nationality has enough skilled and experienced personnel to manag e

all key sectors of the local economy . Even where different ethnic groups possess similar levels o f

education and skills, they are still segmented by technical specialty, experience and professiona l

networks . Rapid, wholesale replacement could thus undermine the local economy .

Moreover, wholesale replacement could hardly fail to alienate local Russians . As the new local

out-group, they would provide a natural constituency for a central government seeking to contain regiona l

demands . Indigenous leaders may therefore find it more useful to spread the wealth and promote

solidarity at home. This would bolster their case for regional autonomy, and reduce their vulnerability to

a "divide and rule" strategy from above . Local cross-ethnic solidarity could be particularly valuable when

regional rights have been highly contingent on the political winds in Moscow .

Newly empowered indigenous leaders might thus opt for other, less disruptive ways of rewardin g

their own . Milton Esman shows, for example, that indigenous leaders in other ethnic transitions provide

for co-nationals by expanding the public sector . 16 The strategy typically includes adding slots i n

education, and especially in public universities ; expanding jobs in, and patronage through the stat e

bureaucracy ; and promoting new indigenous businesses via government contracts, credits and the like .

The net effect is to create new sources of rewards for the indigenous nationality without radically

displacing other groups .

As one example, Esman notes that the Quiet Revolution in the 1960s and the rise of the Part i

Quebecois led to dramatic growth of the public sector in Quebec.17 Part of the increase came in

education, as the provincial government took over schooling from the Catholic Church and expande d

opportunities in higher education . Another part came in the expansion of public enterprise and programs

to support French-owned firms. The result was to boost Francophone advancement in both governmen t

and business, helped along by a language policy that made French the official tongue in the province in
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the 1970s . By the 1980s, old disparities between Francophones and Anglophones had largely declined . "

Research in the 1990's showed that Francophone social mobility was roughly equal to that o f

Anglophones in Canada as a whole ; and French-speakers had come to dominate the managerial rank s

previously held by English Canadians in Quebec . 1 9

Esman points to a similar process in Malaysia after independence in 1957 . 20 The new

government sought to correct Iong-term economic disadvantages for the native Bumiputra via a

combination of expanded public sector, public enterprise, and educational facilities . 21 1t also adopted a

language policy privileging the indigenous tongue in both the schools and the government . 22 With the

language favored and with pronounced affirmative action for the indigenous population, the old cultura l

division of labor began to erode. 23

Expanding the public sector can therefore provide a "positive sum" form of affirmative action fo r

the indigenous group . But it also carries some limitations . One is that it may be time-bound . The ability

and willingness to grow government may have been strong in the 1960s and 1970s, but the rise o f

neoliberalism has made such a strategy more doubtful since then. In fact, both Quebec and Malaysia late r

cut back public sector programs. More recent ethnonationalist movements might face much more

resistance to government expansion – most especially where economic transition is designed expressly t o

cut back the role of the state . And government expansion presumes that resources are available to financ e

new public programs .

A second limitation is that adding programs may help to minimize disruption for the ol d

dominant nationality (or other groups) but the "added" benefits may still be seen as preferential treatment .

Positive-sum affirmative action does not necessarily prevent the long-term disaffection and/o r

outmigration of non-indigenous nationalities, especially when language exclusivity comes into play .

Finally, members of the indigenous group might still see themselves as disadvantaged, despite thei r

advances. In Quebec, Francophones continued to see their own group as subject to inequality into th e

19905 . 24 And in Malaysia, indigenous nationals protested that advances fell short of full equality and

short of the government's targets for its campaign to promote indigenous interests . 25
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Thus all options come with some serious costs . And each one is likely to yield a different pattern

of inequality. Ethnic capture implies that the titular group would dominate in economic life, with a

disproportionate share of new/private/foreign ventures, and with lower rates of unemployment, wag e

delays/cuts and unpaid leaves . Accommodation suggests that both titular groups and Russians woul d

share pain and gain evenly, with roughly equal opportunities and equal incidence of dislocation . Finally ,

it may be that the dominant factor is simply the old CDL – which would yield structural inequality . In

this case, pain and gain would be unequal, but depend more on the pre-existing CDL and distribution o f

specialties rather than ethnicity per se .

The experience of Russia's republics

Publicly, most republic leaders in Russia have taken pains to stress ethnic accommodation . Many

framed inclusive, civic appeals to all ethnic groups, emphasizing citizenship rather than ethnic origins a s

the basis for the local state . Most also adopted relatively inclusive language policies that recognized both

the titular language and Russian as state languages . And many republics pursued "soft" economic

transitions, retaining state ownership, preserving the elaborate social safety net of the communist era, an d

maintaining direct or indirect controls over local prices . 26 The official rationale was to preserve stability .

The strains of unmediated shock therapy appeared all too likely to intensify conflicts between Russian s

and titular nationalities .

The commitment to promoting ethnic peace was especially pronounced in Tatarstan and Sakha .

Governments in both cases explicitly emphasized a civic agenda, calling for interethnic accommodation .27

Both promoted the use of the indigenous language, but continued to use Russian as well in government ,

schools and workplaces . The government of Tatarstan also pioneered the concept of soft economi c

transition, with continued state intervention via price controls on local food products, a broader socia l

safety net, and substantial subsidies for agriculture . 2 8

In addition, Tatarstan pursued its own privatization policy, issuing separate local "privatizatio n

accounts" to supplement federal vouchers and limiting the resale of enterprise shares to designated buyer s
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(within the republic). 29 In effect, the republic thus kept a substantial hold on the local economy . 30 Sakha

also retained major stakes in key local enterprises, most of them in the extractive industries . In fact, as

Viktoria Koroteeva observes, a substantial portion of republic residents' vouchers had to be investe d

outside the republic, since so few local enterprises were subject to ope n privatization.31

In North Ossetia, the agenda has focused on conflicts with neighboring regions and on copin g

with a massive inflow of refugees . The Georgian-South Ossetian conflict in the late 1980s and 1990 s

brought in an estimated 100,000 refugees from the South . And Ingush claims to the Prigorodnyi raion

prompted open fighting in late 1992 (and sporadic violence since) . 32 With respect to economic reform,

some accounts suggest little enthusiasm for market transition in a region that kept the designatio n

"socialist republic" well after other regions had dropped it . 3 3

Yet whatever the approach to interethnic relations or economic reform, all three regions have

experienced very similar patterns of political change since 1990 . The indigenous share of public

officialdom increased across the board . 34

Table I (at the end of this paper) shows, for example, that the titular share of seats in republi c

legislatures rose substantially from 1990 to 1995 . In Tatarstan, where Tatars accounted for 48 .5 percen t

of the population in the 1989 census, their share of seats went from 58 percent as of 1990 to 73 .3 percent

five years later (Table 1).35 Other data on public offices in the executive branch and in local governmen t

suggest a similar picture . 36 In North Ossetia, the titular group constituted 53 percent of the population a s

of 1989, and held 70 percent of the seats in 1990. By 1995, they held 86 percent . 37 In Sakha, the Sakh a

(33.4 percent of the population at the last census) increased their share of seats from 46 .3 to 60 .8 percent

between 1990 and 1995 (Table 1) . Other data suggest that they also dominate in other branches of

government as well . As of the end of the 1990s they made up 59 percent of personnel in the executiv e

branch, and 63 percent of personnel at the city and raion level . 3 8
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far from it . But their increased representation is still striking, given the relative opening of the politica l

system . 39

The evidence is more mixed when it comes to economic pain and gain in the three regions . Some

research on elites suggests indigenization in economic as well as political leadership . Lilia Sagitova has

found, for example, that Tatars dominated the top slots in Tatarstan's major enterprises and government a t

the end of the 1990s . 40 In contrast, research on occupations suggests that the old CDL has endured . T. P .

Petrova and E. T. Miarikianova thus conclude that Soviet-era occupational differences were still in place

in Sakha, at least for Yakuts.41 And research comparing economic transition policies and thei r

consequences in Tatarstan and Sakha finds relatively little impact on ethnic inequality or life chances . As

Koroteeva notes, home rule brought new access to local resources, but these funded social and economi c

policies for all republic residents rather than a particular ethnic group . '

Thus there are different perspectives on how economic transition has played out in the republics ,

depending on the particular focus of research . My aim here is to extend the focus by examinin g

individual pain and gain more directly .

Data and analysis

To identify patterns of economic dislocation and privilege, the analysis here relies primarily on a

1997/98 survey in Tatarstan, Sakha and North Ossetia of roughly 1100 respondents each . (Details of th e

survey design and implementation are in Appendix 1 .) Respondents were offered the choice of bein g

interviewed in either Russian or the titular language, by same-nationality interviewers . Response rates in

the three republics were 87, 91 and 84 percent, respectively . The analysis also relies on elite interviews 1

conducted in Tatarstan and Sakha from 1997 t o 2001.43

To put experiences within the republics in context, I include data from Round VII of the Russia n

Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS), conducted in 1996 .44 (For details, see Appendix 1 .) That

round of the RLMS included 7812 adult respondents, 83 .5 percent of them Russians and 16 .5 percen t
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non-Russians . 45 It thus allows us to compare economic experiences of Russians and titular nationalities in

our three republics with those of Russians and non-Russian nationalities in the country as a whole .

Economic advantage and disadvantage are assessed several ways. One set of measures explores

the distribution of managerial posts, with questions on the nationality of respondents' supervisors and o n

whether respondents themselves were heads or directors of their workplaces . A second set of measure s

examines employment status and income – both critical, given the growth of joblessness and incom e

inequality over the past decade .

Economic differentiation may also be more subtle, given the tendency to preserve jobs but dela y

or cut wages or hours, or send people on unpaid leaves . Various groups could also have differentia l

opportunities in the more lucrative types of new businesses, such as private firms and joint ventures .

Thus our indicators of an individual's economic situation include ownership at the workplac e

(government, foreign and private Russian), and experiences with unpaid wages, involuntary leave and pa y

cuts .

The scope of the public sector is evaluated several ways as well, in keeping with the pattern s

suggested by Esman : the number of employees in republic/local executive, legislative and judicia l

agencies; the number of places (students) in higher and secondary specialized education ; and the share o f

local employment in state-owned workplaces.

The analysis also includes subjective assessments of individual experiences with ethnic

discrimination and hostility, and perceptions of ethnic favoritism in general . These allow us to assess

both individual and collective judgments about the economic effects of nationality .

One final observation before turning to the data : the allocation of pain and gain may depend at

least in part on economic conditions in each region. Tatarstan has experienced the least dislocation, with

higher growth of nominal GDP, and slightly lower unemployment and poverty rates than Russia as a

whole (Table 2) . Sakha has had a far higher level of GDP per capita, but also a higher cost of living give n

its location and limited transportation into the republic (Table 2).46 It also experienced

a higher-than-average unemployment rate and level of poverty. North Ossetia, like other republics in the North
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Caucasus, has fared worse . GDP has been less than a third of the all-Russian average ; unemployment has

been twice as high or more ; and the poverty level is substantially higher (Table 2) .

Ethnic dimensions of economic dislocatio n

If the political systems in Tatarstan, North Ossetia and Sakha reflect the predominance o f

indigenous nationalities, the economic systems suggest more diversity . One indication is the distribution

of managers . We asked working respondents about the nationality of their supervisors at their main job ,

and the responses show that managerial posts were more evenly divided than political ones (Table 3) . We

also asked people whether they themselves were directors or heads of organizations . Here, too, the result s

suggest a more even distribution, though the numbers are too small in this case to come to a fir m

conclusion .

Individual experiences of pain and gain were even more diverse . The survey included questions

on various forms of dislocation, including unemployment, wage arrears, cuts in hours/pay, and unpai d

leave. For the most part, these all tended to offset each other: if one group experienced somewhat more

unemployment, the other might be subject to unpaid leave . On the other hand, income and wage data

reflect a systematic Russian advantage (Table 5) . The Russian "premium" ranged from nine percent for

current pay in North Ossetia to 91 percent for Sakha. Indigenous groups held an advantage in only on e

instance – Tatar pensioners had higher incomes than their Russian counterparts .

Thus most of the data on economic dislocation reveal countervailing disadvantages between

indigenous groups and Russians, while income and wage data reflect a consistent disparity . The picture i s

similar for the Russian Federation as a whole (Table 4) . Differences in government-versus-privat e

employment, arrears, wage and pay cuts between Russians and non-Russians were modest, though wit h

slightly more of an advantage for Russians . 47 The gap in wages and incomes also favored local Russia n

residents .

Within this overall pattern, however, there were some notable differences across republics . In the

case of Tatarstan, levels of unemployment, wage arrears, and unpaid leave were very similar betwee n
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Tatars and Russians (Table 4) . Experiences with reductions in pay and hours were less so : Russian s

faced more cuts, apparently because they were more likely to work in big plants (such as Kamaz and the

defense industry) and in the "new economy . "

In Sakha, gaps between Sakha and Russians were larger, but also offset each other. In this case ,

the Sakha were far less likely to experience unpaid leaves or pay cuts, but they were somewhat mor e

likely to be jobless, and less likely to work in private or foreign firms (Table 4) . When it came to income

and wages, they faced the largest gap among the three republics – not surprisingly, given the continued

high concentration of Russians in diamond and gold mining and of Sakha in agriculture .

Economic differences also tended to balance each other out in North Ossetia, but with th e

positions of Ossetins and Russians reversed . Ossetins experienced higher levels of unemployment, and i f

they were employed, more frequently had jobs in private businesses . However, the private employment

in this case appeared to be largely informal (such as chelnoki, seamstresses/tailors, drivers) . This may b e

a product of the large number of resettled immigrants in the republic – lacking established networks,

many people simply have had to fend for themselves.

For the most part, then, pain and gain have offset each other . This becomes even clearer from th e

multivariate analysis in Tables 6a-c . The analysis, in Tables 6a-c, includes five dependent variables :

employment in a government-owned workplace ; employment in a privately-, self- or foreign-owned

workplace; experience with cuts in pay or hours ; unemployment; and wages . The data are assessed two

ways – first, with nationality as the sole explanatory variable, and then with a full model incorporating

controls for social and political background . Background variables include rural residence, gender ,

education, and age. The models also include the sector in which respondents are employed, to tap the

impact of the CDL. Two other variables are included as well – former CPSU membership (since that

might confer economic advantage) , 48 and immigrant status (i .e ., whether people were born in the republi c

or moved there).

1 1
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employment in the new economy . 49 But it has a less consistent effect on the other measures of pain and

gain. And once we add in background or structural variables, its impact diminishes . Thus we can explain

unemployment better by residence in a rural area . And we can explain the incidence of pay and wage cut s

better by immigrant status . Government ownership, employment in the new economy and pay levels ar e

better explained by economi c branch.50

The data in Tables 6a-c thus reinforce the conclusion that social and economic structure carrie s

more weight than nationality in shaping experiences with economic transition . This is borne out also by

correlations with earlier data on the CDL . Using an "index of representation" across different economi c

branches for each ethnic group (the group's share of employment in a given branch divided by its share o f

total employment), the correlations between 1989 and 1997 are .82 for Ossetins and .90 for Russians in

North Ossetia ; .70 and .78 in Sakha ; and .75 and .69 in Tatarstan . 5 1

Still, the public sector model suggests that efforts to boost the fortunes of indigenous group s

might be less overt. If Esman's model is correct, we should find that the republics have higher-tha n

average numbers of employees in government agencies, numbers of students in higher education, an d

public sector jobs . But while government is still heavily involved in all three regions, there is only

limited evidence that local political control has led to a larger-than-average public sector .

In fact, public sector data for Tatarstan and North Ossetia are very similar to those for the Russia n

Federation as a whole . Most people with jobs work in places where the government is a sole or par t

owner (Table 7, line E) . The RF average is 72 percent, with Tatarstan somewhat higher (80 percent) and

North Ossetia somewhat lower (68 percent) . 52 Both republics are also close to the Russian Federatio n

average for employment in republic and local government agencies (Table 7, line B) . And both regions

are similar to the average in higher education. Places in universities and institutes grew across the boar d

during the 1990s, and grew at similar rates in Tatarstan and North Ossetia, while secondary specialize d

education declined slightly .

1 2
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might, of course, be a function of territory: Sakha accounts for 18 .2 percent of Russia's territory, but 1 . 7

percent of regional and local government employment . 54 Other evidence, though, reinforces th e

conclusion that Sakha did indeed expand the public sector . Table 7 reveals a dramatic increase in the

number of students in higher education over the period from 1990/91 to 1997/98 (69 percent in Sakha ,

compared to 15 percent for Russia as a whole) . 55 if we limit the data only to expansion in stat e

institutions, the increase is still 58 versus 8 percent. And secondary specialized education expanded i n

Sakha, while declining elsewhere .

Thus it appears that Sakha did pursue at least some parts of the public sector strategy that Esman

identified . Education was in fact a centerpiece of Sakha president Mikhail Nikolaev's domestic agenda ,

and with good reason: before the advent of sovereignty, Sakha had a much lower-than-average number o f

students in post-secondary institutions . Table 7 shows, for example, that North Ossetia, with 2/3 th e

population of Sakha, had more than twice as many university students in 1990/91 . Tatarstan, with 3 . 5

times the population of Sakha, had nearly nine times as many students . Standardizing these data to

control for differences in the size of the student-age population yields the same picture. The ratio of

college/university students to the total number of 18-to-24-year-olds was 20 .8 percent for Russia in 1990 ,

but 7 .5 percent for Sakha . 56 By 1997/98, the corresponding figures were 21 .7 percent for the Russian

Federation and 11 .7 percent for Sakha.

Perceptions of inequalit y

Thus far our data indicate little evidence of systematic ethnic differences in individual

experiences of economic transition . Self-reported data on discrimination seem to bear this out : compared

to the large numbers of people experiencing economic problems, relatively few people said that thei r

rights had been violated due to their nationality (Table 8) . More people reported that they had bee n

exposed to hostile treatment, however . S7 And perceptions of discrimination and hostile treatment were

more common among Russians than among indigenous groups . Only in Sakha – where ethnic difference s

encompass race – did the indigenous nationality report similar levels of discrimination and hostility .
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But if individual experiences with discrimination were relatively limited, perceptions of collectiv e

discrimination were not . As Table 8 shows, a majority of Russians, and many Tatars, Ossetins and Sakh a

believed that nationality was important for access to good jobs and for high government posts . When

people were asked which groups were favored, Russians overwhelmingly saw themselves as havin g

limited access .

Conclusions

This essay began by asking how the burdens and benefits of economic transition are distribute d

when indigenous groups gain home rule . Our evidence reveals that the transition has followed two tracks

in the republics studied here, toward indigenous political dominance but economic diversity . On the

political side, indigenous groups gained disproportionate representation in elective and non-electiv e

public office . Transition thus heightened local political consolidation – a critical asset in dealing with an

unpredictable and divided central government . But on the economic side, the picture is much mor e

varied . There is less evidence of consistent advantage for indigenous groups. Instead, experiences wit h

the economic transition seem to be explained better by the continuing influence of the old CDL, wit h

countervailing advantages and disadvantages for indigenous groups and Russians .

The analysis presented here also provides only limited support for the public sector model . Two

of the three regions – Tatarstan and North Ossetia – show little sign of expanded public programs on ke y

indicators such as government ownership, higher education or government employment . Only Sakha

diverges, with substantially more employees in government, and more places in higher education . This

seems to stem from two things – the greater initial disparities between the Sakha and Russians, and acces s

to export revenues to help underwrite republic programs ,

It could be argued, though, that the pattern of offsetting pain and gain outlined here does no t

capture some other elements of the transition . If the most mobile Russian residents left earlier, we woul d

see relatively equal experiences only because one privileged group had already gone . But outmigration

was substantial only in Sakha. 58 The two regions with the more equal incomes and wages – Tatarstan and
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North Ossetia – were also the ones with far less attrition of the local Russian population . With data fro m

1997/98, we might also be missing earlier layoffs or other forms of dislocation . But other questions in th e

survey reveal little difference among indigenous and Russian respondents in rates of or reasons fo r

leaving their previous job .

It could also be that our emphasis on unemployment, arrears, ownership and the like overlook s

other . less visible ways that indigenous leaders rewarded their own. Presidents in both Tatarstan an d

Sakha, for example, channeled new local revenues from oil and diamonds into off budget funds unde r

their direct control, and full details are still lacking on how all of the money was spent . Both

governments also adopted public programs that would provide disproportionate benefits for som e

constituencies .

In Tatarstan, sizeable agricultural subsidies not only helped build self-sufficiency in food ; they

also helped support farmers in a predominantly Tatar countryside . In Sakha, the republic government

oversaw the creation of small diamond-processing plants in villages, as a way to counter rural (and thu s

predominantly Sakha) unemployment . But other government priorities in both republics would benefit

Russians as well – such as Tatarstan's efforts to revive its lagging defense plants and Kamaz, and Sakha' s

efforts to promote its diamond monopoly .

This is not to argue that ethnicity is irrelevant . As Viktoria Koroteeva observes, many sectors o f

the economy in Tatarstan and Sakha reflect an internal division of labor .59 Tatarstan's banks, for instance ,

included predominantly Russian and predominantly Tatar institutions ; and it was the Tatar bank Akbars

that served as the financial arm of the republic government . Established mining sectors in Sakha such as

diamonds were overwhelmingly Russian, while new enterprises in Sakha's oil and gas industry tended t o

be run by Sakha .

Finally, the evidence here raises a puzzle : how to account for the gap between political

indigenization and economic diversity . One explanation might be that political office was simply easier

to control than an economy undergoing market transformation . But all of the evidence here, and th e
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public statements of each government, confirm that all three retained substantial control of the loca l

economy.

Another explanation might focus on time : the economic situation may not change as quickly a s

the political system did . But other evidence challenges this argument . Titma, Tuma and Silver's researc h

on Estonia found, for example, that the income differential there (net of situational factors) shifted from a

slight advantage for Russians to a substantial premium for Estonians over the same period .60 Changes in

Quebec and Malaysia were also fairly rapid . Estonians, Quebecois and Malaysians did have th e

advantage of majority status, while the titular groups in the two "sovereignist" republics here (Tatarstan

and Sakha) were minorities . But while the numerical distribution is important, it seems to be les s critical

than policies that privilege the indigenous language . These, as Esman notes, are used to "raise the valu e

of the indigenous language," and can make a critical – and relatively quick – difference in rewards . 6 1

A third explanation for the distinction between political indigenization and economic diversit y

may be that republic governments have sought to provide different "goods" for different publics :

emphasizing political rewards and culture for the indigenous population and soft economic transition fo r

Russians. Lilia Sagitova has found, for example, that discussions of republic rights were couched

differently in Tatar-language versus Russian-language media in the 1990s . Tatar media focused o n

questions of language and culture, while local Russian media highlighted the economic side of loca l

autonomy . 62 And Dmitry Gorenburg has argued that republic leaders emphasized the economi c

advantages of sovereignty in general but also quietly promoted ethnic revival among titular groups . 6 3

The political payoff for republic governments seems to be mixed, however . Compared to the

pervasive incidence of economic pain, relatively few people see themselves as individual victims o f

discrimination . But most local Russians see pronounced collective discrimination in access to

government posts and good jobs . Measured transition may have limited the risks of heightened ethnic

stratification, but it has had much less effect on the subjective sense of inequality .
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Tables

Table 1 . Ethnicity and Political Representation in Republic Parliament s

Tatarstan

	

North Ossetia

	

Sakha

Tatars

	

Russians

	

N . Ossetins

	

Russians

	

Yakuts

	

Russians

A. Share o f
Populatio n

1989 48 .5% 43 .3% 53% 30% 33 .4% 50 .3 %

B. Share o f
seats

58 .0 38 .0 70 24 46,3 34 . 2199 0

1995 73 .3 25 .1 86 10 60 .8 27 .5

Source : Robert Kaiser, "Political Indigenization and Homeland-Making in Russia's Republics," Report to the National Counci l
for Eurasian and East European Research. (Washington. March. 2000) .
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Table 2 . Economic Conditions in Tatarstan, North Ossetia and Sakha '

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

A. Population (thous . )
Tatarstan

3,696
3,723 3,744 3,755 3,760 3 .767 3,77 4

North Ossetia 695 651 650 659 663 665 66 3
Sakha 1 .093 1,074 1 .061 1 .036 1,023 1,016 1 .00 3

B . GDP per capita
(thous . current rubles )2
Tatarstan 3237 .0 10067 .2 15316 .1 17813 . 5
North Ossetia 1345 .7 3526 .6 4780 .5 5127 . 4
Sakha 8079 .6 19756 .0 26682 .6 29678 . 1
Russian Federation 3583.7 9562.2 13230.0 15794. 1

C. Unemployment (%) 3
Tatarstan 3 .6 3 .6 6 .1 6 .5 6 .5 7 .9 10 . 9
North Ossetia 23 .3 30 .1 22.2 26 . 6
Sakha 3 .4 3 .9 6 7 .1 6 .7 12 .6 13 . 6
Russian Federation 5.2 5 .9 8.1 9.5 9 .7 11 .8 13 . 3

D. Percent of pop n
below officia l
poverty line

Tatarstan 15 .4 22 .1 19 .3 17.9 19 . 9
North Ossetia 33 .1 42 .8 38 .5 33 .9 35 . 3
Sakha 22.7 29 .2 30 .4 28 .3 32 . 0
Russian Federation 22.4 24 .7 22.1 20.8 23 . 8

_ E . Ratio of av g
Income/poverty
Leve l
Tatarstan 238 205 217 242 21 7
North Ossetia 139 137 137 158 15 0
Sakha 200 163 169 187 16 3
Russian Federation 240 195 206 226 197

' Blanks indicate that no data are available for a given year .
2 Data on GDP per capita for the Russian Federation represent the sum of regional products, excluding som e
services carried out only at the federal level and not distributed among regions .

Unemployment data are defined according to ILO criteria : the percent of working-age population who do not hav e
a paid job and are looking for one (p . 103) . (I .e ., the data are not limited only to people officially registered wit h
employment services . )

Source for ratio of average income/poverty level, 1994 : : Regiony Rossii. Statisticheskii sbornik, tom 2, (Moscow,
1998), pp. 110-111 . All other data : Regiony Rossii. Statisticheskii sbornik. Tom 2. (Moscow, 1999), pp . 32-33 ;
97-98 ; 128-29 ; 134-35; 279-81 .
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Table 3 . Nationality of Supervisors (Working-Ag e Only)4

Tatarstan North Ossetia Sakh a

Of all employed, % whose
supervisers are:

Indigenous 54 .8 69.8 41 . 1
Russian 38 .5 20 .7 43 . 2

(N) (530) (333) (609 )

% of each group who are head s
of ents/orgs

0.8 1 .9 2 . 3Indigenous
(N) (266) 1208) (263 )

Russian 1 .3 1 .7 1 . 6
(N) (226) (119) (318)

Includes only people who are employed and of working-age (for women_ 18-54 ; for men, 18-59) .

Source : Ethnonationalism and Democratization Survey, 1997/98 .
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Table 4 . Employment Status and Job Dislocation among Titular Nationalities and Russian s
(Working-Age Only)5

Russian Federation Tatarstan
Tatars

	

Russians
North Ossetia Sakha

Yakuts

	

Russian sNon-Russ . Russian Ossetins Russian s

A . Employment statu s

Employed 66.8 72 .0 79 .5 75 .6 58 .5 61 .3 72 .5 78 . 0
Unemployed6 18 .1 13 .4 10 .7 11 .5 21 .6 13 .7 13 .8 10 . 8

(N) (769) (4281) (336) (295) (357) (197) (363) (406 )

B . Of those working :

% employed in ent/org 96 .7 95 .9 96.5 93 .7 79 .5 90.1 92 .3 92 . 1
% self-employed 3 .3 4 .1 3 .5 6 .3 20 .5 9 .9 7.7 7 . 9

(N) (511) (3140) (259) (222) (210) (121) (259) (316 )

C. Of those working i n
ents./organizations,
% owned by7

Government 80 .9 73 .4 89 .3 83 .2 79 .8 89 .8 88 .5 83 . 6
(461) (2858) (243) (202) (163) (108) (235) (280 )

Respondent 20 .1 19 .8 15 .1 14 .1 8 .4 6 .5 10 .6 16 . 4
(483) (2970) (245) (206) (167) (108) (235) (287)

Other private domestic8 28 .2 33 .8 8 .0 12 .6 9 .6 7 .0 4 .8 16 . 5
(458) (2792) (225) (183) (156) (100) (231) (260 )

Foreigners 3 .2 3 .8 2.1 5 .7 2 .4 1 .9 2 .2 4 . 6
(463) (2869) (241) (193) (164) (107) (231) (281 )

D. Of all employed, %
working in govt- 78 .0 70 .2 81 .6 75 .0 61 .9 80.8 79 .7 73 . 6
owned workplace (478) (2987) (266) (224) (210) (120) (261) (318 )

E . Workplace
disruption :

72 .5 59 .8 64.7 64 .6 61 .4 55 .4 88 .8 83 . 3Wages still outstanding
(491) (2992) (266) (223) (207) (121) (258) (311 )

Sent on unpaid leave in 14 .2 16 .9 19.9 20 .4 14 .8 27 . 0
last 2 yrs (239) (207) (161) (108) (236) (281 )

Wages/hours cut in 18 .3 30 .4 27 .9 32 .4 23 .3 42 . 8
last 2 yrs (241) (207) (165) (108) (236) (290)

5 The data read down the columns - e .g ., of all working-age Tatars, 79 .5 percent were employed and 11 .5 percent
were unemployed . "Working age" is defined as age 18-54 for women and 18-59 for men .
6 Other responses, such as non-working student or pensioner, are excluded, so the column does not add up to 10 0
percent . "Unemployed" is self-defined here - and may not correspond completely to official data based on the ILO
definition . 1 .e ., some respondents may be self-employed or do odd jobs, and would not count themselves as havin g
a "job . "

Each question about ownership was asked separately, to allow for multiple forms of ownership in a singl e
enterprise . (I.e ., the columns add up to more than 100% because of multiple ownership . )
8 The questions on private ownership in the workplace are slightly different for the Russian Federation (in RLMS )
and for the republics, and may slightly inflate the percentages for the RF. The republic questionnaire asked people i f
they themselves were owners of their workplace, and then if there were any other private owners . The Russia n
Federation questionnaire asked if there were any private owners and if respondents themselves were owners - and s o
might include some overlaps of the two.
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Sources for Table 4 :

Russian Federation : Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey, 1996
Republics : Ethnonationalism and Democratization Survey, 1997/9 8
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Table 5 . Income and Wages among Titular Nationalities and Russian s
	 Russian Federation

	

Tatarstan

	

North Ossetia

	

.Sakh a
Non-

	

Russians

	

Tatars

	

Russians

	

Ossetins

	

Russian s
Russians

Yakuts

	

Russians

A. Mean personal income 9
(thous . rubles)

451 .5

	

497 .4

	

478 .0

	

536 . 9
(431)

	

(426)

	

(454)

	

(307)
678 .2

	

996 . 0
(431)

	

(459)

Working-age onl y

Pension-age only

B. Mean pay received from
main job10
(thous. rubles, working-
age only)

	

506 .1

	

618 .0

	

562 .4

	

654 .3

	

689,6

	

1042 . 2

	

(257)

	

(246)

	

(309)

	

(178)

	

(346)

	

(368 )

	

370 .4

	

332 .5

	

298 .7

	

374 .2

	

631 .6

	

807 . 4

	

(173)

	

(180)

	

(145)

	

(128)

	

(85)

	

(90 )

492 .7

	

528 .0

	

329 .3

	

380 .0

	

493 .4

	

538 .5

	

326 .4

	

622. 4
(500)

	

(3079)

	

(266)

	

(223)

	

(209)

	

(120)

	

(260)

	

(315 )

C. Ratio of Russian to
indigenous :

Mean personal income - 110 .2 112 .3 146 . 9
total population

Mean personal income - 122 .1 116.3 151 . 1
working-age only

Mean personal income - 89 .8 125 .3 127 . 8
pension-age only

Mean pay from main job - 107 .2 115 .4 109 .1 190 . 7
working-age only

9 Total personal income for previous 30 days .
10 Total pay received for previous 30 days from main job . Respondents who were working but did not receive a pa y
envelope were coded as "0" .

Sources :

Russian Federation : Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey, 199 6
Republics : Ethnonationalism and Democratization Survey, 1997/9 8
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Table 6a. Tatarstan : Employment Status, Dislocation and Wages (Working Age Only)

A .

	

B.

	

C .

	

D .

	

E.

Govt. own

	

New ec.

	

Cut hours/	 Unempl

	

Wage s
Unpaid leave

1 . Nationality onl y
Russian

	

- .38* .43** .49** .08 45 . 5

R2/Pseudo R2

	

.01 .01 .02 .00 .0 0

2 . Full model

- .52* .16 .43* .09 -

	

2 . 1
Russian

Rural .34 - .20 - .28 -

	

.80** - 67 . 2

Female .57* -

	

.03 .36 .08 - 39 . 3

Educatio n
Secondary -1 .34* .75 - .15 -

	

.89*** 141 .3 *

Higher - .79 .67 - .88* .92* 320 .1** *

Age .07 - .09 .06 -

	

.15 38 . 9

Immigrated to
republic - .19 - .14 .88** .31 - 28 . 2

Cpsu mbr - .64 .88* .15 -

	

.72 27 . 7

Work in :
New ec .

164 .9* *

Ind/constr . .50 1 .31 * ** .10 -140 . 4

Agriculture 1 .47** - .89 - .07 -270 .8** *

Humanities/svc 1 .31** -1 .11** - .61* - 99. 6

Trade -

	

.87 .89* -.21 -295 .7**
*

Intercept 2 .63** -2.79** - .18 -2 .52*** 601 .7** *

1 .32 *

Adj ./pseudo R2 .17 .22 .11 .05 .0 9

516 516 427 704 434
N
Columns :

others .
A . Logistic regression estimates . Dependent variable-1 if workplace owned by government : 0 if owned by

regression estimates .B . Logistic Dependent variable-1 if R worked in a private or foreign

enterprise/organization, 0 if R worked elsewhere .
C. Ordinal logit estimates . Dependent variable=1 if R experienced both a cut in hours/pay and unpaid leave i n

past 2 years ; .5 if r experienced one of these ; and 0 if neither .

D. Logistic regression estimates . Dependent variable=1 if R reported being unemployed; 0 otherwise .

E. OLS estimates on pay for previous 30 days, in thousands of rubles . People who did not receive a

Pay envelope are counted as "0" .

* * * significant at p< .0 1
* * significant at p .0 5
* significant at p <.1 0

Source : Ethnonationalism and Democratization Survey, 1997/98
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Table 6b. North Ossetia : Employment Status, Dislocation and Wages (Working Age Only)
A .

	

B.

	

C.

	

D.

	

E.
Govt. own

	

New ec.	 Cut hours/	 Unempl!

	

Wages
Unpaid leave

1 .

	

Nationality
Onl y

Russian .94*** - .64** .11 - .55** 42 . 6
R2/ Pseudo R2 .05 .03 .00 .02 -00

2. Full model

Russian 1 .18*** - .53 .25 - .47* 68 . 8

Rural .70 .78* .13 1 .02*** 280 .5** *

Female .20 - .22 .23 .51** -343 .G** *

Education
Secondary .95* .44 .619 21 - 639 .2** *
Higher .64 1 .14 .47 .23 - 415 .9** *

Age .29* - .23 .08 - .11 -

	

6 . 0

Immigrated
to republic 1 .16** .46 .53* .64** 149 . 0

Cpsu mbr .62 - .05 .74* - .62 - 255 .8 *

Work in :
New ec. 175 . 9Ind/constr. - .86* .56 .81** - 69 . 3
Agriculture .53 -3 .05** 1 .41*** -750 .4** *
Humanities/
svc - .17 -2 .12*** .06 -303 .2** *
Trade - .57 1 .33** .80* 104 . 1

Intercept 3 .14*** -3 .26** .92 -2 .37** 1043 .6** *
2 .38** *

Adj ./pseudo R2 .15 .24 .11 .10 .1 8
N 343 343 269 619 268
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Table 6c. Sakha : Employment Status, Dislocation and Wages (Working Age Only)

A .

	

B.

	

C.

	

D.

	

E.

Govt . own

	

New ec.

	

Cut hours/ 	 Unempl	 Wages

Unpaid leave

1 . Nationality only

Russian - .34* .48** .92*** .08 259 .9** *

Pseudo R2 .01 .02 .06 .00 .0 1

2 . Full model

- .27 .60* .19 .20 55 . 1
Russian

Rural .55 .24 - .43* .63** -314 .0* *

Female .14 - .59** - .39* - .01 -117 . 9

Education
Secondary .05 .49 - .10 - .29 144 . 5

Higher .07 1 .23** - .70* - .48 692 .8** *

Age .11 .20* .11 - . 53** 6 . 0

Immigrated to .1 9

republic .19 .48 .62** 69 .9

Cpsu mbr .31 - .55 - .22 - .22 -303 . 2

Work in :
25 .2New cc .

Ind/constr . - .18 .95 *** .46* - 86 .6

Agriculture - .95** .46 .13 -257 . 5

Humanities/svc .83* -1 .39*** - .14 - 79 . 4

Trade - .73* .47 - .42 36 . 2

Intercept 2 .38** -1 .10 -1 .22* -5 .71*** 492 . 4

.5 0

Adj ./pseudo R2 .09 .17 .13 .08 .0 6

N 546 546 511 772 511
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Table 7 . Scope of Public Sector

Russian
Federation

Tatarstan N. Ossetia Sakh a

A. Total govt employment per 1000 popn, 8 6 8 1 4
1997"

B . Total govt employment per 1000 pop n
excl . federal exec branch, 1997" 4 .5 3 .9 4 .5 10 . 5

C. Students enrolled in all higher educ .
institutions (thousands)'

1990/91 2824 .1 70 .0 18 .8 8 .0

1997/98 3248 .3 82 .9 21 .4 13 . 5

% change 1990/91 to 1997/98 15 .0% 18 .4% 13 .8% 68 .8 %

% change in state insts only 7 .9% 7 .2% 11 .2% 57 .5 %

D. Students enrolled in state secondary
spec . educ. institutions (thousands )

1990/91 2270 57 .8 12 .4 10 . 5

1997/98 2011 .1 52 .7 10 .2 10. 8

% change 1990/91 to 1997/98 -11 .4% -8 .8% -17 .7% 2 .8 %

E . Of all employed, percent working in a 71 .4 79 .7 68 .4 76 . 6
govt-owned ent/org14 (working-age (3506) (565) (404) (663 )

only)

11 Includes federal, republic and local employees of "organs of state power," i.e., executive, legislative and judicial
branches; excludes military and police .

12 Excludes employees of federal executive agencies .
13 The absolute number of students includes those in both state and non-state higher educational institutions .

14 Includes all respondents who said that the government was an owner or part-owner of thei r
enterprise/organization .

Sources :

Government employment, higher and sec . specialized education : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik. (RSE) M .,
1998: 24-28, 54-55, 99-100, 280-81, 285-86 ; and RSE 2000: 195-96 . Regiony Rossii 1999, tom 2 . (Moscow, 1999) :
186-87, 198-201 .

Government ownership - RF : Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey, 199 6
Government ownership - republics : Ethnonationalism and Democratization survey, 1997/9 8
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Table 8 . Subjective Assessments of Economic Status and Ethnic Discriminatio n
	 (Working-Age Only)

Tatarstan	 NorthOssetia	 .Sakha
Tatars

	

Russians N.Ossetins Russians

	

Yakut

	

Russians

A . Sense of
individual
discriminatio n

Experienced
ethni c

discriminatio n

Experienced
hostil e
treatment du e
to nationality

B. Sense of
collective
discriminatio n

Nationality
important to
get good job s

Nationalit y
important to get
govt posts

Other natls
favored for
good job s

Other natls
favored for
govt posts

4 .2

	

9 .5

	

1 .4

	

13 .0

	

10 .6

	

13 . 4

	

(331)

	

(295)

	

(357)

	

(193)

	

(369)

	

(402 )

5 .1

	

16 .6

	

3 .1

	

30 .7

	

24 .3

	

21 . 8
(336)

	

(290)

	

(356)

	

(192)

	

(358)

	

(403 )

18.3

	

62 .2

	

23 .8

	

69 .7

	

31 .0

	

58. 5
(328)

	

(283)

	

(345)

	

(188)

	

(345)

	

(395 )

28 .9

	

68 .1

	

20 .8

	

72 .2

	

32 .0

	

72. 4
(329) (279)

	

(341)

	

(187)

	

(338)

	

(392 )

2 .0

	

63 .9

	

2 .6

	

74 .7

	

25 .3

	

59 . 1

	

(302)

	

(244)

	

(308)

	

(162)

	

(296)

	

(347 )

4 .1

	

72 .3

	

1 .0

	

76 .3

	

8 .8

	

75 . 3
	 (316)	 (264)	 (308)	 (169)	 (307)	 (364)

Source : Ethnonationalism and Democratization Survey, 1997/9 8
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Appendix 1 . Survey data

A. Design and implementation of surveys in Tatarstan, North Ossetia and Sakh a

The surveys analyzed here were fielded by Paragon Research International (under the direction o f
Michael Swafford) and Polina Kozyreva and Mikhail Kosolapov of Demoscope in Moscow .
Questionnaires were written in Russian, translated and blind-back-translated in each of the three titula r

languages . Questionnaires were pretested in each republic before being finalized .
The sample design was developed with two goals in mind : to compare responses of the titular

nationality and local Russian residents, and to allow inferences about the entire adult population . Since
Russians and titular groups were not evenly distributed within each region, the design included a
probability sample with a target of 1000 respondents in each republic (including respondents of othe r
nationalities), and an oversample in each case for the underrepresented group, to insure roughly equa l
numbers of indigenous and Russian residents .

The sample was stratified first by urban-rural units within each republic . (Some remote parts o f
Sakha were excluded due to very low population density and inaccessibility by public transport .) Urban
areas were then stratified further by population size, the largest cities were chosen with certainty, and
sample selection for smaller cities was based on probability proportional to size (PPS) . Cities were then
subdivided into districts, and districts were selected at random for inclusion in the sample . Within each
district, field staff compiled a list of all dwellings and then chose dwellings for inclusion systematically
starting with a random number . Within each dwelling, a respondent was chosen based on the Kish
procedure. Rural areas were selected for inclusion from the regions that had been randomly selected in
stage two . Within each one thus selected, villages were further stratified by ethnic composition (so tha t
interviewers with the appropriate language fluency could be assigned to each village), and then those wit h
at least 100 inhabitants were ordered by size and selected by PPS . Within each village selected,
households were selected systematically from residence registration books, and within each household, a
respondent was selected using the Kish procedure ,

Interviewers made up to three attempts to contact respondents . Interviews were conducted face -
to-face, in respondents' homes . Response rates were 87 percent in Tatarstan, 91 percent in North Ossetia ,
and 84 percent in Sakha. Respondents in all but a few cases were interviewed by same-nationality
interviewers, and were given the option of using the titular language or Russian for the interview . Ten
percent of the cases were checked ex-post, to insure that sampling and interview procedures had bee n
followed correctly .

B. The Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Surve y

RLMS is an ongoing survey under the direction of the Carolina Population Center, first fielded i n
1992 . 1t focuses on the economic and social consequences of the transition for the Russian Federation .
The data used here are from Round VII, fielded in the fall of 1996 by Paragon Research International an d
Demoscope. Respondents were drawn by a multistage probability sample, stratified by geographica l
factors, level of urbanization, and ethnicity . The sample included 38 primary sampling units (psu's), 3 2
in Russian regions, 5 in republics (the Komi, Chuvash, Tatar, Kabardino-Balkar, and Udmurt republics) ,
and one in the Khanty-Mansiisk A .O. (Data from Tatarstan are excluded from the analysis here .) The
sampling unit was the household, and interviews were conducted face-to-face with all adult member s
except those temporarily living away from home . All interviews were in Russian. For information on
survey design and sampling, see the CPC website at www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/rlms/rlmshome/html .
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Appendix 2 . Questionnaire items and variables used in the analysis

A. Republic questionnair e

1 . Type of ownership at workplace : Respondents with a job in the previous 30 days were asked fou r
questions about ownership :

a. Is the government an owner or co-owner of your enterprise or organization? [yes; no ]
b. Is any foreign firm or foreign private entity an owner or co-owner of your ent/org ?
[yes ; no]
c. Are you personally an owner or co-owner of the ent/org in which you work? [yes ; no ]
d. Is any other Russian private entity, group of enterprises, private firm or bank an owner
or co-owner of your ent/org? [yes; no]

2 . Employment status : Please look at this card and tell me what you mostly did in the past 3 0
days . . . .

a. Worked for hire permanently or temporaril y
b. Engaged in private enterprise (trade, business, farming )
c. Was on maternity or medical leave
d. Was on unpaid leave
e. Was on pension and did not wor k
f. Was a full-time student and did not wor k
g. Temporarily unemploye d
h. Other

3 . Work in organization or individually : Working respondents were asked,

At that job, are you working in an enterprise or organization [1], or
Are you working individually [2] ?

4 . Workplace disruption : Working respondents were asked,

Have you encountered such things as 	 at that job in the past 2 years . . . .

Involuntary cut in pay or hours? [yes ; no]

Involuntary unpaid leave? [yes ; no ]

At present, have you received all the money you were supposed to receive for that job, o r
not? [yes; no ]

5 . Personal income : Please try to remember your personal money income over the past 30 days .
Include everything — wages, bonuses, profits, pay from odd jobs, pensions, stipends, materia l
assistance, incidental earnings, and other monetary receipts, including those in valiuta — bu t
translate the valiuta into rubles .

	 rubles

6 . Wages : Respondents who were paid at work during the past 30 days were asked :
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How much in all did you receive for that work in the past 30 days, after taxes ?

	 ruble s

Those who worked but did not receive any pay were assigned a "0" .

7 . Nationality : What is your nationality?

8 . Education : Tell me, please, what is your education? [CARD ]

a. No education, illiterat e
b. Primary
c. Incomplete secondary
d. Secondary
e. Secondary specialized
f. Incomplete higher
g. Higher
h. Advanced degre e
i. Other

9 . CPSU membership : Earlier many people joined the CPSU . Were you a member or candidat e
member of the CPSU?

Member
Candidate
Neither

Recoded so that 1=member : 0=candidate or non-member .

10 . Economic branch : Working respondents were asked :

Where — in what enterprise or organization are you working? We are not interested in th e
name. Please tell us what that enterprise/organization does, such as a factory, school ,
farm or a grocery store .

11, Ethnic hostility : Have you personally encountered hostility in everyday life in this republic du e
to your nationality . . .

In open form
Not openly, but you felt it
Have not encountered hostility
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12 . Collective discrimination :

A. Do you think that a person's nationality in this republic affects his chances to get th e
best jobs?

Ye s
No

B. Which nationality has more opportunities to get the best jobs in this republic ?

C. Do you think that a person's nationality in this republic affects his chances to hold a
high government post ?

Ye s
No

D. Which nationality has more opportunities to get a high government post in thi s
republic ?

B. . Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey

1 . Type of ownership at workplace : Respondents with a job in the previous 30 days were asked fou r
questions about ownership :

a. Is the government an owner or co-owner of your enterprise or organization? [yes ; no]
b. Are any foreign firms or foreign private entities owners or co-owners of your ent/org?
[yes; no ]
c. Are any Russian private entities, groups of enterprises, or private firms owners or co -
owner of your ent/org? [yes ; no ]
d. Are you personally an owner or co-owner of the ent/org in which you work? [yes ; no]

2 . Employment status : Please look at this card and tell me what you mostly did in the past 3 0
days . . . .

a. student in secondary school or PTU
b. fulltime student in a higher educational inst . or tekhnikum
c. not working due to health reasons; invalid
d. nonworking pensioner
e. on paid maternity leav e
f. on maternity leave with guaranteed return to job
g. housewife; caring for other family members, children
h. temporarily unemployed for other reasons and looking for work
i. temporarily unemployed for other reasons and not looking for wor k
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j. Private farmer [fermer]
k. Entrepreneur
1 . Working in an enterprise/organizatio n
m. Working, but not in an enterprise/organizatio n
i . Other

For Table 4, this was recoded so employed=e,f,j,k,I,m ; and unemployed=h,i .

3. Work in organization or individually : Working respondents were asked ,

At that job, are you working in an enterprise or organization [1], or
Are you working individually [2] ?

4. Workplace disruption : At present does your enterprise owe you any money, which for som e
reason you have not received on time? [yes ; no ]

5. Pay : How much money did you receive from your main place of work in the last 30 days, afte r
taxes? If you received some or all of it in valiuta, please translate that into rubles and give me the
total sum .

rubles

3 2
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